Brain science developed for Russian Cosmonauts in the 50’s still works wonders!

Re-Discovered Brain Enhancing Formula Clears “Brain
Fog,” Helps Memory Loss Sufferers Over 50!
Think Clearer and Remember More in Just 6 in Days!
They say, as we get older, we get wiser. How many times have you said to yourself, “I
wish I knew back then what I know now?”
We’re supposed to benefit from our life experiences, find wisdom, and gain more
confidence.
After all, in our “golden years” we are meant to pass along to our grandkids all the
stories from our youth and what we learned along the way so they can have a better life.
There is also nothing better than reliving the past glories with your old buddies around a
campfire, laughing about them until late at night.
But, what if you can’t remember the “good old days”? If your mind is not clear and
increasingly forgetful, how can you enjoy those memories or share them?
“Death is not the greatest loss in life. The greatest loss is what dies inside us
while we live.” – Norman Cousins.
A fading memory can be tragic, but there is a way to slow it way down and, even turn it
around.

You Have a Big Problem!
Have you every excused your bad memory with phrases like these?
“I’m having a Brain Fart.” Or “My age is catching up with me.”
How many times did you head out last week only to realize that you’ve forgotten your
keys, purse or phone? Two or more?
We try to laugh off our bad memory, but the condition can be frustrating, exasperating,
and even depressing.
“I have a two-story house and a bad memory, so I’m up and down those stairs
all the time. That’s my exercise.” – Betty White

Ever Experienced These?
•

Have you suffered the embarrassment of telling someone a story, but halfway
through, you’ve forgotten what it’s all about?

•

How about seeing your favorite actor’s face on tv but forgot his name?
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•

Can’t recall the name of your regular restaurant?

•

Temporarily forgot your kid’s or grandchildren’s names?

•

Is there anything more awkward than forgetting someone’s name who just
introduced themselves moments before?

•

Can you still multi-task without forgetting what you’re trying to achieve?

“Big deal! It’s just another senior moment.” you might say.

Senior Moments Aren’t Funny!
If you do nothing, your memory will fade faster. You’re going to get stressed out, and the
situation is going to get a lot worse. Some people even shut down or distance themselves
from family and friends to avoid these increasingly uncomfortable moments.
According to the National Institutes of Health About 40% of people aged 65
or older have age-associated memory impairment—in the United States,
about 16 million people.
Life is too short. Your golden age should be filled with fun and unforgettable memories.
Your significant other, family and friends need you.
The ability to remember names, medications, important events, carry on a conversation,
and to enjoy an active lifestyle are parts of this time of your life, right?
But older people are not the only ones with memory and attention issues.

Young People Suffer Memory Loss Too!
As a student, it’s devastating to fail an exam for which you studied so hard. You go into
the exam confident only to have your brain “lock up” like a bank vault at test time.
Instead of a fountain of knowledge, your weary mind becomes a blank canvas.
That’s because the combination of stress and fatigue prevents the brain from storing the
information properly. It’s like forgetting to hit “SAVE” on your computer before you
shut it down.
Unfortunately, this memory lapse has dire consequences.
In Japan, overworked students kill themselves at a rate of almost 70 a day! That’s 60%
higher than any other country. The pressure for good grades is insatiable, and when
students fall behind, they fall into depression.
Korean students also have tremendous academic expectations to fill. The result of this
extreme pressure to perform mentally is an abnormally high suicide rate. More students
between 15 to 24 die by suicide than any other cause. It’s a terrible waste of humanity,
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much of it due to a simple lapse in short-term memory resulting in lower grades and
self-esteem.
Memory loss, lack of concentration and attention are embarrassing and frustrating
symptoms for everyone from students to grandparents.
The good news is…

You Can Put The Brakes On Memory Loss!
I’m about to share something that few people outside of the Russian space program
knew about until recently.
I have discovered a formula that can help anyone with memory loss to increase mental
focus.
I was on a personal quest to overcome one of the darkest moments of my life. Since
then, this memory enhancing formula has helped hundreds of men and women
overcome their memory issues, young and old.
Let me tell you how…

How I Came Back from Memory Problems and Near Suicide
My name is Archie, and I have struggled all my life with memory and ADHD issues. For
most of my life, I had trouble holding down a job. I couldn't stay away from alcohol and
other brain-robbing habits.
Eventually, my lifestyle caused me to have a nervous breakdown. At 34, I was prepared
to end my life and even phoned Mum to say my goodbyes. It was a pretty f**ked up
time. Fortunately, my wife begged me not to kill myself, and I listened.
I agreed to give life one last shot.
I was at rock bottom, but it was this turning point that actually did me a world of good. I
began my search for a new life, a better way of thinking and understanding my brain.

A New Way To Improve Memory and Focus Born In Space
During my research, I discovered a secret brand of science for increased memory that
has slowly blossomed into a mainstream branch called Nootropics.
Today nootropics are substances shown to improve cognitive function such as memory,
motivation, and stimulate creativity. They also call these unique compounds “smart
drugs” or “cognitive enhancers.”
Back in the 50’s, Russian scientists experimented with different natural ingredients to
get more productivity out of their cosmonauts. They needed a way to keep their
cosmonauts alert and focused for hours without using dangerous drugs or stimulants
like amphetamines.
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Space travel is inherently exhausting and stressful. An eight-hour day in space is like 15
down here. They needed to find a way to get more productivity out of the cosmonauts
without creating fatigue and burnout. Make a wrong decision in space, and it could be
your last!
I spent months studying their research for brain enhancement and stumbled upon a
little-known formula that these scientists developed.
It was my “Eureka!” moment.

Nootropics Brain Power for Cosmonauts, Students, or Adults
With the price of rocket fuel and sending a rocket into space costing millions of dollars
(rubles), the Russians made their fuel as cheap and economical as possible. It wasn’t
enough so they focused no ways to enhance their cosmonauts so that they could work
longer, therefore requiring less rockets.
Their secret research uncovered a little known super compound by the name of
Piracetam. Piracetam was amazing! It not only helped the Cosmonauts stay calm and
focused during spacewalks, but also allowed them to work almost 20 hours with
little to no signs of physical fatigue or mental impairment, recalling learned
information at ease without needing to endlessly pop back into the space station to grab
a manual.

Use More of Your Brain!
Have you heard we only use 10% of our brain capacity? Well it would seem Piracetam
increases brain function. More of the brain’s capacity begins working like adding RAM
to a laptop!
But the scientists weren’t satisfied with Piracetam. Soon, they developed a secret
ingredient, a molecule, that exhibited 10x the potency of its cousin Piracetam.
Using this brain enhancing formula, the cosmonauts could work almost 20 hours with
little fatigue or mental impairment.
But there is more...
You see, this ingredient showed, in the few US based trials, it outperformed Piracetam
in the treatment of seniors with declining brain function due to vascular trauma such as
stroke - and old age.
One of the biggest advantages to Nootropics are they are safe. Dangerous stimulants like
amphetamines can be addictive, mind-altering and fatal in high doses.
Instead, the active ingredient helps the brain work better, naturally.
After many months of grueling trial and error, I recreated the exact formula and tried it
for myself.
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NITROvit Calmed my ADHD Symptoms WITHOUT Harmful
Drugs!
I was finally able to focus, and calm down, without using drugs or alcohol for the first
time in my life.
It was an incredible feeling to think clearly again! I felt alive and energized as though
waking from eight hours of deep sleep.
I call this incredible brain enhancing formula NITROvit.
Soon, word got out.
My friends and family wanted to know what made such a difference in my life and I
shared it with them.
From students to seniors, they all experienced fabulous results like lowered anxiety,
enhanced memory, and better learning capacities.
NITROvit is an advanced cognitive nootropic that in just a few months, was helping so
many people to think clearer and increase their brain function, that I had to use a
professional laboratory to make enough.
I use a California lab that is GMP Certified. That means they follow strictly regulated
FDA standards called Good Manufacturing Practices that ensure they make NITROvit
the highest, most consistent quality to my exacting specifications every time.
Today, NITROvit has helped thousands of men and women of all ages to think clearer
and perform at higher levels than they ever expected. They can retain and recall
information better than ever.

NITROvit Cuts Through “Brain Fog” Like a Plasma Laser Cuts
Steel
When you try NITROvit, one of the things you’ll notice is a rapid increase in your ability
to focus.
You’ll begin to HEAR what people say and RETAIN it longer. Your brain will start to
soak up important names, dates, and facts like a sponge.
You’ll find fewer internal distractions. You know, the music or inner voices that seem to
play in our heads like a bad radio all day long?
Hundreds of people have told me that after taking NITROvit for just six days, they get
more “S**T” done than they ever did before!
You’ll find a new mental clarity that you may not have experienced since childhood, or
EVER!
•

Study less and retain more
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•

Improve memory and recall for business meetings and presentations

•

Calm your mind for deeper meditation and thoughts

•

Easily remember your daily tasks and where things are

•

Greater focus will help you get things done faster

A calm, focused mind does wonders for your confidence and memory.
“For the past several months I have been suffering from “brain
fog.” In 5th grade, I was tested and scored a 176 on a certified
IQ test (121 is average), but as of late, it felt like I should be
institutionalized or tested for dementia or Alzheimer’s the fog
was so bad. This fog has been causing me to look foolish to my
employer with the simple mistakes of a “newbie,” although I
have 4 years’ experience in the field and am considered one of the top workers.
A week later I can honestly state that I feel substantially better, I am able to
concentrate, and my fluidity of thought is about 75% of what it used to be. I know it
will be back to 100% or possibly higher in a month or two. I have that extreme of a
faith in this product. I am a lifelong customer. Thank you, Archie, for developing a
product second to none and giving me my mind back.” - MARC A. MERCIER, New
Hampshire

The Secret Ingredient Behind NITROvit’s Brain Enhancing
Power
Grounded in science, NITROvit combines the natural ingredients found in Ayurvedic
Medicine, a 3,000-year-old medical system from India, with the incredible power of a
single molecule.
It’s called Noopept, and it was born of the Russian race for space.
It is this one potent ingredient, combined with other natural nootropic and nutritional
ingredients that makes NITROvit so effective. Noopept has a much lower standard dose
than other nootropics. For example, the dosage for Piracetam is around 4,800mg. while
Noopept needs only 10-30mg. to see the benefits.
Your brain is a miracle of nature that uses chemical substances to form and store
information and memories. The nerve cells are called neurons which transmit electrical
signals between other neurons. These connections are pathways called synapses. The
more times a synapse gets used, the stronger the memory. The process is called Synaptic
Plasticity.
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Noopept Improves Synaptic Plasticity, Your Long and ShortTerm Memory Function
Studies show that the Noopept molecule passes easily through the blood-brain barrier
where it helps to improve production of two natural chemicals the brain needs to
strengthen neurons, Nerve Growth Factor (NGF) and Brain-Derived Neurotropic Factor
(BDNF).
Brain researchers think that these two substances are responsible for the growth and
longevity of neurons and synapses in the brain.
Additionally, Noopept appears to enhance the Glutamatergic receptors AMPA and
NMDA. These receptors are major learning pathways in the human brain for both longterm and short-term memories.
In short, Noopept helps your…
•

brain work better

•

memory sharper

•

recall easier

•

ability to stay calm and focused

Noopept is the single most important ingredient that enhances your cognative ability.
NITROvit multiplies Noopept’s brain enhancing properties using a synergistic
combination of proven ingredients.

13 Stacked Ingredients to Maximize Your Memory
NITROvit is a proprietary blend of 13 ingredients, what the bodybuilding and
nutraceutical communities call a “Stack.”
One of the ingredients that work with Noopept so well is Alpha-GPC.
Alpha-glycerophosphocholine is what neuroscientists call a cholinergic compound. They
use it for its cognitive-promoting properties, and to enhance athletic abilities. Studies
suggest it also supports the cellular membranes and can aid in preventing cognitive
decline.
NITROvit can help restore some lost memory by improving blood flow, synapses, and
Glutamatergic receptors.

Safe, Natural Ingredients Help Your Memory
Individually, these ingredients help support various nerve and cellular functions.
Together, the NITROvit stack combines in ways that you cannot find by only eating
fruits, vegetables, and off-the-shelf supplements. It is the precise, proprietary blend of
natural nootropic ingredients that make NITROvit so effective.
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NITROvit is safe to take. I recommend starting with 10mg. per day with a maximum
dosage of 30mg. per day.
Try this amazing formula and start thinking clearer and remembering better than ever
before!

ORDER NOW!
Over 4,500 Loyal Customers
Have you ever forgotten a name and just can’t remember it to save your life, only to have
it pop-up a day later as you sit calmly at a traffic light? Why is that?
Your brain is relaxed and processing thoughts without stress. NITROvit helps your brain
work more efficiently and relaxed.
Make your brain work for you On Demand!
You recall more and get things done faster. Your brain is working for you, not against
you.
Our customers write to us all the time telling how they experience a freshness in their
mental clarity.
Check out these unsolicited testimonials…
“So I just finished my first week on NITROvit and Nitroamp, and
all I can say is wow and thank you. I was studying all August for
the PCAT (pharmacy’s version of the MCAT), and I simply
couldn’t focus or retain information. When I discovered
NITROvit, I researched all night and could find no negatives, so
the next morning I caved in and ordered. I can honestly say that NITROvit gave me the
focus I needed to sit down, study efficiently, and actually remember random stuff such
as the function of the Superior Vena Cava!! I took my exam on 9/4 and did extremely
well, and from this point forward I shall never live without NITROvit!! I am in debt to
you guys!! Thank you!” - ALEX HENRY, Michigan
We have over 50 unsolicited testimonials from people who are grateful to have their
brains firing on all cylinders. Athletes, moms, business people, students, and retirees.
Anyone who’s tried NITROvit understands that there is a better way to live.

Imagine Waking Up Every Day with An Unclouded Mind!
NITROvit can help you lift the veil of a murky memory and give your energy a boost.
You can go through each day more focused and accomplish more than you used to.
Check out Michael’s story.
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“NITROvit has changed my world. It has altered my
perception of the world as I now view things differently.
Instead of thinking “what if?” I think “why not?”! Both in
my studies and sporting career, there have been
improvements. Since starting my course of NITROvit and
nitro amp, I have become the Isla world champion in
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu as well as placing first overall for
marketing in my university year. The clarity and critical thinking I get from NITROvit
is what has really changed me.” - MICHAEL APPELY, NSW, Australia
No other similar product has this many genuine, unsolicited testimonials. And…
No other Nootropic has…

The Best Guarantee in The World!
I knew from the moment I tried NITROvit that this was a gamechanger. It improved my
brain, calmed my ADHD symptoms, and it totally changed my life.
More importantly, it has helped thousands of people who’ve tried it to remember more
and think more clearly.
…and they keep ordering it. That’s the ultimate proof!
That’s why I can offer…

THE ONLY FULL YEAR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE FOR ANY
NOOTROPIC PRODUCT!
(Add Guarantee Logo)
Try it for six days, and you’ll feel a difference.
Try it for a month and know there’s a difference.
Try it for three months, and those around you will notice a difference in you!
You can take it for a couple of months, stop for a couple of months, and test it again to
evaluate for yourself.
Natural nootropics work differently for everyone. Some people notice clarity within
days. Others may take weeks.
Try it for an entire year, and if you don’t think more clearly, improve your memory, and
feel any better than you do right now, I will gladly refund you every penny you paid.
We even pay if customs in your country return the shipment. It’s not your fault, so we’ll
take the hit.

ORDER NOW!
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Take Back Control of Your Brain and Your Future!
Order a bottle of NITROvit now.
Amaze yourself at how much be
tter you'll feel with a refreshed mind.
Don't l
et time run out on your memory.
Click the button below to order your supply of NITROvit now.
Sincerely,

Archie Marks, Founder

P.S. I believe in this product 100%. Unlike most companies you see in the nutraceutical
industry, I did not get into this to build a giant business. I created NITROvit to help me
with my brain issues, and later on, to help my friends and family. I know NITROvit
works, and that’s why I have no problem giving you a complete 1-year money back
guarantee. It’s the longest guarantee of any company in this industry because you’ll be a
believer too!
Still, some of you are skeptical and have written to me with your questions. I would like
to share those answers with you now.
Is Noopept Legal?
In the United States, the FDA considers Noopept an entirely unscheduled substance. It
is perfectly legal. However, the FDA does not condone it for any medical or dietary
purposes (think "weight loss")purposes. We don’t claim that NITROvit will cure
anything.
I can tell you that, personally, NITROvit with Noopept has finally allowed me to focus
and calm down. We have thousands of repeat customers. Your results could vary.
However, you have a year to judge it for yourself at no risk.
What is NITROvit?
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NITROvit is a natural Nootropic, also known as a cognitive enhancer which was
originally formulated by me, Archie Marks. Our team of scientists at Neuro
Laboratories researched, developed, and perfected it. NITROvit is the culmination of
years of research and hard work combined with advancements in neuroscience and
modern medicine.
I originally formulated this as a means of optimizing focus, clarity and limiting the
effects of personal ADHD issues. Today, the whole team at NITROvit love and use our
products daily and now you can too! It’s not simply a business model. It’s a personal
solution for us all.
How does NITROvit work?
The success behind NITROvit is the original formula and ingredients. They work in
harmony to gently, yet profoundly improve the brain.
Neuro Laboratories performed many years of extensive research and rigorous testing of
the finest medicinal herbs used for centuries by practitioners of the ancient Ayurveda
healing arts. They combined these herbs with the latest synthetics to develop a
Nootropic supplement that is unlike any other formula.
Go to our Ingredients Page for more information about the ingredients in NITROvit .
We have 48 citations from government publications relating to our ingredients.
Is NITROvit Safe for vegans and vegetarians?
NITROvit uses vegetarian capsules and only rice flour as the single filler ingredient. We
use no animal products whatsoever. Also, our formula contains no stearates or dioxides.
When will I see results?
You may experience a feeling of energy and better focus almost immediately, but for
some people, the results take longer. It's best to test a Nootropic substance for 12 weeks
before judging and deciding what's best for you. Most scientific research use 12 weeks as
a benchmark.
Each person’s body responds to NITROvit and other Nootropics a little differently. For
some folks, the effects might be evident right away, even after the first capsule. Others
may go weeks without seeing results.
In some people, the ingredients need time to build up before they become effective. You
might experience focus right away, but if you’re expecting increased learning capabilities
on day one, you’re setting yourself up for disappointment.
I'd like to order a large quantity of NITROvit (12 bottles or more). Can you
offer me a deal?
Certainly! All you have to do is email us at customerservice@nitrovit.com and let us
know how many bottles you need. We'll get back to you with a price.
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Try NITROvit today!

ORDER NOW!

Disclaimer – Please Read
† These products and statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration and are not intended to
cure, mitigate, treat, or diagnose any disease. The information found herein is for information purposes only. Neuro
Laboratories recommends speaking with a qualified Physician before starting any dietary supplement course. Images may
be for illustration purposes only. Please read the supplement manual and reference the FAQ section, or contact us with any
questions you may have.
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